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these three parts are interconnected and AS
we experience the world on these different
levels its important to have ways to express
ART
MAKING ourselves that go beyond the limitations of
our language.
by making art we can access ALL THREE PARTS
AND BY DOING SO..
create outlets for our emotions so they
don't build up inside our bodies.
PRACTICE MINDFULNESS helpING us feel
regulated and grounded.
PRACTICE SELF CARE AND
PROCESS OUR THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS.
ALL OF WHICH HELPS US look after our MENTAL
HEALTH

REPTILIAN
BRAIN

Regulation

The oldest of the three parts is responsible for our
Heart rate
Breathing
Balance
Appetite
body temperature
Sleep
Access your reptilian brain by using art
materials in a kinaesthetic or sensory way.
Art making with lots of motion and sensory
touch can help us to focus on our breath, release
energy and tension from our bodies,
meditate, be mindful and find a sense of calm.

ACTIVITY IDEAS

Make art to music
Finger painting
UsE clay
repetitive patterns

Work on a large scale
Create a sensory object
use natural materials
scribble drawings

LIMBIC
SYSTEM

emotional centre

This mammalian part of the brain is responsible for our
Emotions and feelings
Motivation for meaning
Desire to connect with others
Memories
amygdala (Fight and flight)

Access your limbic system by using art materials to
express your emotions and experiences.
Being emotive through the use of colours, lines and
form can help to tune out of the negative and into the
positive as well as helping us find a place to put our
emotions.

ACTIVITY IDEAS

using art to express emotions
reflect on experiences
reflections on relationships

create a safe place
focus on values
gratitude reflections

NEOCORTEX

thinking brain

the neo-cortex is responsible for our

Language
Concepts such as time and space
Abstract and symbolic thought
imagination
Understanding of self and others
Access your neo-cortex by using imagery,
symbolism, concepts and imagination.
This can help to organise your thoughts,
find clarity and make sense of things.
As well as build your capacity to move through this
challenging time with new strengths and perspectives.

ACTIVITY IDEAS

write a poem
create an art journal
create a timeline artwork
or mind map

explore personal symbols
mastery of technique/art
materials
use words to reflect on
emotive Imagery

